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1. Give one comprehensive definition of IPR?
2. Mention two differences between DPR and IPR
3. Explain two similarities between DPR and IPR
4. Discuss two objectives of IPR
5. Discuss four realms of IPR engagement in PR practices.
6. What is corporate advertising?
7. How do Multinational Organisations use corporate advertising for IPR
8. What are the benefits of corporate advertising
9. Discuss four liabilities of corporate advertising
10. Discuss four challenges of IPR for the 21st century
11. Discuss two comparative analysis of the differences between the development of PR in Nigeria and United States
12. What led to Nigeria’s image problem?
13. How do you employ IPR strategies in dealing with Nigeria’s image problems?
14. Discuss two theoretical issues for IPR
15. Discuss three efforts of past Nigeria’s Government and eminent citizens at enhancing Nigeria global image
16. Discuss four bodies that fall into the PR publics
17. Analyze the definition of International Public Relations as given by Ekeanyanwu with emphasis on the key words of the definition
18. Discuss four valid reasons why you think the understanding of International Relations is important in International Public Relations.
19. Discuss three controversies associated with the application of Corporate Advertising in corporate practice.
20. Discuss four ways Multinational Corporations could use Corporate Advertising to achieve some of their corporate objectives.